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Abstract

Visitor books for the general public are rather uncommon in India. As far as research is concerned, they are still mostly uncharted territory. The few existing visitor books, however, acquire a special significance: as pioneers in a nascent dialogue between visitors and institutions. This article explores their potential for providing information about the visitors to museums in India: their expectations and experiences, even their consciousness as citizens. Taking the visitor book of the Madhya Pradesh Tribal Museum in Bhopal in central India as an example, the article shows how the priorities of Indian commentators differ significantly from what researchers have found in visitor books of museums in the West – in terms of the issues addressed, of the form and style of the comments, and of the social references. This piece of research is part of a larger study examining how the historically foreign concept of the museum can be culturally adopted and made its own by an Indian public.
Madhya Pradesh Tribal Museum attraction travel guidebook, Bhopal must-visit attractions. Trip.com provides tourists with Madhya Pradesh Tribal Museum attraction address, business hours, brief introduction, open hours, nearby recommendation, restaurant, reviews etc. These information answers detailedly about what to visit in Bhopal. Attractions Near Madhya Pradesh Tribal Museum. Indira Gandhi Rashtriya Manav Sangrahalaya - National Museum of Mankind. Museum. 1.03km away. State Museum of Madhya Pradesh. Exhibition Hall. 1.02km away. Sahariya Tribe. Saharias are another tribal group prominent in Madhya Pradesh, sheltered in the districts of Gwalior, Shivpuri, Vidisha, Raisen, Morena, and Bhind. Though some of them may have embraced a nomadic lifestyle and have little to no contact with the outside world. Most of them depend on agriculture as a source of livelihood. It’s not for nothing that Madhya Pradesh is called the Heart of India, this beautiful and regal state does have what it takes to be the centre of a country, to know about the places, visit the best places of Madhya Pradesh. Best of Bhopal. Explore. 25 Best Places to Visit in Bhopal. Explore. 10 Best Places to Visit in Bhopal for Couples.
Tribal museum situated in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, must to visit never seen in India before. We visited it during our trip to Bhopal-Chanderi-Orchha-Gwalior in Madhya Pradesh. The colorful museum is divided into six different galleries, giving the feeling of entering straight into the lifestyles of the tribes of Madhya Pradesh. The biggest attraction of the museum are its well-planned and beautifully placed themed galleries, where every visitor is able to connect with tribal lifestyle and enjoy each space by natural and artificial lighting. The houses of the tribes—Gond, Korku, Bhil, Sahariya—OK.